
 

 

Dear West Vincent Supervisors:                                                                                            
Chester Springs, Pa,   May 12, 2011                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                             
I have lived in West Vincent Township for some time. I am totally distressed at the lack of zoning and building regulation for 
certain people while others have to be follow rules. My questions and complaints go unheard and ignored. I pay my taxes like 
everyone else, and get treated like I don’t have any rights without a lawyer to talk for me. I feel my historic property is loosing 
value by crazy uncontrolled activity by a chosen few allowed to go on without regulation, inspection, or posted permits. 
 
The worst and most obvious atrocity is the removal of the greenery and country charm at the former township building. All the 
trees surrounding the small stream by the neighbor’s border were chopped down so some kind of storm pipes system could be 
dug in for the  new stores and apartments wanted by the current owners of this property. This was done by workmen doing 12+ 
hour days on a Saturday and Sunday 2 years ago. The zoning lady told me a township land plan was not needed since a DEP said 
it was OK. Nobody watched them on the weekend of course, and all the big pipes and trucks of stones were buried by Sunday 
night. The neighbors below now has a 3 foot pipe to spill onto their property. The whole place is now a big, ugly, nude, parking 
lot with the swamp covered and both the streams buried. Is it a coincidence that the current owners of the schoolhouse bought 
their home lots (also in the township) from the township lawyer? Is this why they do what they want only on weekends? 
 
At 2136 Flowing Springs Road, the new owners have not stopped construction since they moved in. Noise and  traffic continue 
sun up till dark 7 days a week. The garage has got bigger by a lot, major work and a new building are underway at the swimming 
pool, a beautiful arbor vitae was chopped down and now a road is being built in the woods for a fence so tall it could reach the 
moon! The police won’t even give me any satisfaction with this monster who is ruining our neighborhood. Who are they? 
 
My neighbors at 2127 Flowing Springs Road have cleaned up their 13 ac. property greatly from the previous owner, and I 
understand they are in trouble with an letter to stop their riding horses operation. I don’t feel they have hurt the neighborhood 
one little bit. If anything, they have helped it.  The property and fences are beautiful. Is this bad? Who did they get mad? 
 
At 1446 Beaver Hill Road, the owners have built up a complete building from old block walls that I was told were to go away 
with the former  house trailer they were an stuck on to. This new building is in the front yard and does not have the correct 
distance from the street. Recently a large load of long lumber was delivered to the rear of the house for another project on this 
small over built lot. Weekend hammering goes on. The building inspector guy is there in the green truck with the township name 
on it for hours at a time, but I have not seen any zoning notice or permits on this property. Who do they know? 
 
Moving down next door, at 1438 Beaver Hill Road, the yard was smoothed out last summer, and a large pre-built storage 
building was placed about ten feet from the neighbor property line. Was there a permit or hearing here?  
 
Moving over to 2120 Flowing Springs Road, a small historic farm house was added onto probably by three or four times the size 
it used to be. The old house is about ten feet from the street and the new part is 10 feet from the neighbor’s line. The addition 
was built on top of a little running spring fed stream! I was told a house like this is allowed a half size addition without a zoning 
hearing. As a neighbor, I don’t recall such an event taking place. They also built a huge turkey mound sewer right on the rear 
property line here also. I’d like to see the permit for that! Water from the stream under the house makes ice on the road all 
winter. 
 
Crossing the street to 2129 Flowing Springs Road, my neighbors there were told they had to pay for a hearing for a small house 
addition! Why can’t they just do what was done at 2120 Flowing Springs? Again, no fair enforcement for these neighbors! 
 
At 1385 Schoolhouse lane, there is another open swim pool in the yard where the owners take many long vacations leaving a 
danger for neighborhood children. Why don’t they need a fence? Why are they special? Who do they know? 
 
Up the hill, at 1275 Schoolhouse lane, the owners run a digging equipment company. Trucks and heavy equipment frequently 
come and go disturbing the quiet country neighborhood. Is this allowed? Was there a hearing here? Who do they know? 
 
At 1406 Hollow Road, it appears lots of work is happening at this closed up store. Lots of builder trucks have been here  for 
some time with lots of building noises. Does this job have a permit or watched? Again, no permit visible! Who owns it now? 
 
Finally, down the street at 1286 Hollow road, the porch has been propped up with boards and some new stone and cement pillars 
for making it bigger have been there for over a year with no work being done for a long time now. How long is a building permit 



 

 

good for? This is an eyesore and dangerous. There is a plantation like property across the street that this house looks bad to. 
 
In conclusion, I have come to learn that enforcement is very selected by the township officials who do these jobs. I know that 
builder permits are to be posted to be seen from the street. I have not seen any. When I call or visit the township building, I am 
always told the information person is not available, but am assured that everybody who is building is watched and permits are 
issued. Hopefully this person was out checking on these builder permits! Why should anyone have to fill out a form to see if 
their neighbor has a permit to build?  Ridiculous! Seems like you just need to know the right people, and you can do what you 
want! 
For obvious reasons, I can‘t give my name. I might need a permit some day, and I‘ll get one because I don’t know anybody! 
I have a full dated photo album to go with this, and pictures tell true stories! 
 
cc.  Daily Local News, Pottstown Mercury, Chickenman  


